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the animation studio behind legend of the
guardians has since gone on to provide

animation and visual effects for many other
franchises, including the lego movie (2014),
peter rabbit (2018), and various avengers

films (iron man 3, doctor strange, guardians
of the galaxy vol. 2). legend of the guardians

was one of the first feature films in which
zack snyder was director. so we will have to
wait and see what happens. but for now, its
hard not to be thinking of the epic finale in i
am legend where will smith confronts the

lone survivor of the infection while its twilight
and the building is about to go up in smoke.
the finale was something of a homage to the

first i am legend, and it did a nice job of
drawing out an amazing amount of tension
between the two. its a great thing to have a
sequel be so faithful to the source material.
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so if you have a taste for will smiths
signature take on the apocalypse, you will

want to watch i am legend 2 when it comes
out. a title change from i am legend 2 to the
last man on earth was considered, but there
isnt really any reason for it except that it is

not easy to trademark the word “legend” and
it does seem to have a cool ring to it.

essentially, the fans are expecting a straight-
up sequel to the original film, but with an

added twist that will make it more than just a
retread of the first movie. will smith will have
the world to himself? will he get rescued by a
bionic ex-girlfriend or bionic boyfriend? what

about will smiths family? will smith has a
daughter in her teens now, so theres no
reason he couldnt have a second or third
child, and if hes married by the end of the
film, there could be a fourth or even fifth

child on the way. what if will smith meets a
bionic woman with four arms? will smith is
certainly likable enough, and he is also an

alpha male, so there are certainly
possibilities.
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on the other hand, many of the cast and
crew of legend of the guardians have moved
on to creed iii , leaving the sequel without a
main cast member. after ross was fired from
creed ii he was replaced by adil el arbi and

bilall fallah, who have done well in their own
right, but they have not been as visible as
ross. while they are excellent directors, it

would be a shame for legend of the
guardians to be doomed to become a

footnote in cinematic history by a lack of
direction. a sequel, or a prequel, would not
be the first time that an animated film has

been made. if a prequel were made, it would
likely be more in the style of shrek (shrek 3

and shrek forever after were prequels),
where the first film is an origin story. though

it is unlikely that legend of the guardians
would have a prequel, the production team

has the perfect vehicle to make one: shrek 2
was released in 2007, and shrek 4 is

scheduled for a june 2020 release. but here
is the rub, the director for i am legend is not
so sure he wants to repeat that experience
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with i am legend 2. director francis lawrence
is currently working on the hunger games,

and has plans on moving onto bigger things.
so francis lawrence may or may not be

interested in the sequel. the director's seat is
then up for grabs with a new name like that
of i am legend director rodrigo cortes, or of
course the ever popular the hunger games
director gary ross. it seems unlikely that a

well known name would pick up the reigns of
directing a follow up to a big budget, very

successful film. these are the kind of
directors that get a sequel. 5ec8ef588b
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